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Study topic assignment:

LIFE ?

When studying or teaching not only research the
Internet, but a variety of others (Archives, Libraries).
Method of study is 'Learn & Teach'. Learn & Teach uses
Study topics, Word find to facilitate learning and teaching.
Study topics are based on the 'Law Giver Manifest', current
Social Justice issues. Learning, teaching are continues and
ongoing all life long.

Study advise
When studying or teaching you may find a well
written piece. Plagiarize parts you need and
expand on these (applies to Scholars, Educators).
Not plagiarizing is bad education.

LIFE ?
Essay (700 words): Why do I exist ?
Extended Essay (1400 words): Purpose of living ?
Speech (3 minutes): Don’t have insurance?
Presentation (7 minutes): Life experiences ?
Group Discussion (7 minutes): Live support?
Campaign: Keep Your Body Healthy!
Poster: Design a digital Poster (graphics, video, sound) Life
experiences!
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LIVE ?
Question asked = Question answered by Law-Giver Manifest

All Solutions are to be Non profit and Non violent !
1 GOD created 2 universe: Physical Universe and Spiritual Universe!
Everything in the Physical Universe has a beginning and end! 1 GOD
wanted to stay in touch with everything living. Everything living was
given a piece of the spiritual, ‘Eternal Soul’.
Why do I exist ?
A Soul (Yours) from the Spiritual-Universe gets its instruction (from
1GOD) on what Life experiences (emotional, physical) it is to have in
the Physical Universe. Instructions are vague as is to be expected
from an imperfect Universe. Giving the Soul flexibility to complete
its mission. To complete its mission a Soul needs a physical
appearance (Your body). The reason for your existence is to help
your Soul gain the 'Life experiences' it needs to complete its mission.
Purpose of living ?
Your body has to exist by the, 'Rules of the Physical Universe' (RPU).
After conception your body has to Survive (Rule 1 RPU).
You are to Seek, Gain, Apply and pass on
Knowledge (Rule 2 RPU). As long as you live.
You need to Keep Your Body Healthy (Rule 3 RPU). To stay healthy:
cleanliness, balanced diet and Daily fitness are needed. Your Soul
needs nourishing, Daily Prayer keeps it in contact with 1GOD.
So a Soul can have a body, adult bodies need to Mate
and Multiply (Rule 4 RPU). You need to start a
family, enter a ‘Holy Matrimony’ contract.
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Socializing families become a group.
A growing group becomes a community (Shire).
Communities form a Hive (Province) (Rule 5 RPU).
Which has a better chance of survival.
A growing Hive (Province) expands by Swarming (Rule
6 RPU). Province explores, colonizes new areas
(Planets, Solar Systems,...). This is a survival must!
Everything in the Physical Universe has a Beginning and End (Rule 7
RPU), as does your body. Your Soul completes its Life experiences
mission. The amount of Life experiences a Soul is to gain decides
how long a person lives. Whenever all Life experiences are completed
the body is supposed to die. That is why people die at different ages.
Your body dies it is cremated to cleanse and to release the
Soul. That returns to the Spiritual Universe, to report.
Life experiences ?
Life experiences are events you remember until your dying day or
memory loss. These events are dramatic happy (dream come true,..)
or unhappy (serious accident,..), character building. Custodian
Guardian record their Life experiences and pass them on :
Knowledge Continuity
Why do some people die young ? The Life experiences mission of
Your Soul may have been completed in an early stage (e.g. infancy) of
existence. Whenever a Life experiences mission is completed the
body is supposed to die. That is why people die at different ages.
Note!
Don’t have insurance, live support, forgiveness,.. Insurance stops a
person from experiencing the full impact of misfortune. Live support
extends survival beyond planned end. Forgiveness cancels
accountability. Insurance, Live support & forgiveness result in failed
life-experiences. Making the Soul’s mission a failure. 1GOD is upset!

Life is sacred! Only 1GOD has a right to end it!
NO individual, cult, religion, organization or Government!
Have the right to end humanlife!
End
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